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Stay away from
mid, small caps
NEHAPANDEYDEORAS

Looking at the current levels, most
experts are quite confident about
equity markets’ long-term pros
pects. From here on, most believe,
the chances of markets inching up
are very high. At worst, the Nifty
could go down 100 points from the
current level, they say.
In such situations (when the
markets are near all-time low), tra
ditionally. it is said that one should
Invest in mid and small-cap seg
ments as these are high beta stocks
that run up faster than the bench
mark indices do. That is. If the
Sensex, the BSE benchmark index,
rises by one per cent, the mid-cap
index could rise by l.S-2 per cent.
At the same dme. a falling market
could result in a sharper decline in
these stocks.
Experts, however, warn against
such perception. “The market today
Is much more complex than it used
to be due to a number of global and
domestic factors. Therefore, it is bet
ter not to look at stocks based on
market capitalisation. It may not be
right to assume that all midcap
stocks will perform. Instead, Invest
based on individual stocks,” says
Jagannadham Thunuguntla, strate
gist and head of research at SMC
Global Securities.
However, small and mid-cap
stocks are not as well-researched as
large-cap stocks. So, it is difficult to
identify the right ones.
The Sensex lost over nine per
cent in the past one year and the
National Stock Exchange's Nifty 50
index lost over eight per cent (as on
June 8,2012). In the past three years,
the benchmark indices gained
slightly, over four per cent each.
Compared to them, BSE's mid and
small-cap Indices lost 13.50 and 24
per cent, respectively, in the past
year. In the three years ended June
8, these two Indices gave over five
and one per cent, respectively.
According to a recent report by
economists Madan Sabnavis and
Kavlta Chacko of Care Ratings: “The
larger companies tend to do t>etter
when conditions are adverse and
the smaller ones, which are large
numerically, are at a disadvantage
in these times. Also, their profit indi
cators would be more vulnerable to
economic changes compared to the
larger ones.”
The report highlights that for
2011-12, growth in sales was domi
nated by the top 100 companies due
to their larger share in the sample.
As a result, these companies pushed
up overall growth of the sample. If
these 31 companies are excluded,
growth would have been 11.7 per
cent in FY12 against 17.3 per cent in
FYU. This will Indicate a decline in
growth against the increase wit
nessed presentiy. The higher growth
in sales of the largest size group can
also be attributed to the fact that a
large proportion was in the petroleum-related sector, where higher
prices and inelastic demand lifted
growth in sales.
Growth in sales has also tended
to increase with the size of compa
nies. This means that smaller com
panies had bigger challenges in
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expanding theiir sales, especially
when overall econom ic environ
ment was beatein down. The com
panies in the lowrer size ranges (sales
of less than ?100 icrote) witnessed an
actual fall in sales. In fact, the small
est firms (sales olf less than 10 crore)
had had negativee growth in sales all
through this period, while those in
the range of ?10)-S0 crore had wit
nessed negative: growth in three of
four years. Clearly, there are prob
lems with smaller companies, says
the Care report.
So, while the existing investors of
mid and small-ctaps must be sitting
on huge losses, b>e cautious in tread
ing the segment cover the next one to
one-and-a-half yyears. Typically, an
exposure of 10-20 per cent of your
portfolio in such schemes, or stocks,
is advisable. Firsit timers could start
with large caps or index funds.
Quintessentilally you should
know your risk appetite. Investment
horizon before imvesting. But, keep
the bias towardls large cap in this
market, says Vilkaas M Sachdeva,
chief executive officer of Edelweiss
Asset Managemient.
“Valuations are unattractive
both in case of 1 large caps and the
smaller ones. BJut, the large caps
show the confidence to botmce back
compared to miid and small-caps.
Consider smalller firms once the
sentiments are p>ositive or when the
markets have Imch up some points
making large caps look overvalued.
Investment in liarge caps is valua
tion-driven, whllle in mid and small
caps is driven by sentiments,
Sachdeva adds.
There are twro ways to Invest in
mid and small-icaps. Either invest
directly in stocks or take the mutu
al fund route. 'Value Research, a
mutual fund rating agency, defines
mid- and smaUi-cap schemes as
those that have: more than 4 0 per
cent exposure to mid and small-cap
stocks. Schem es that have more
than 4 0 per cenit exposure in largecap stocks are classified as largecap funds.
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